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Abstract

Motivated by recent experiments we simulate the motion of mutually

repulsive colloidal particles in 2 dimensions under the action of a quasiperi-

odic external potential and of a constant uniform driving force. We prepare

a comparably large sample composed of ∼ 105 particles by minimizing the

sum of the mutually competing quasiperiodic potential and colloid-colloid

repulsion. Starting from a few of this kind of stable configurations, we

apply the driving force and increase it in steps until sliding is initiated,

thus estimating the static friction threshold.

We obtain a far greater static friction in the condition where the charac-

teristic length of the quasiperiodic potential matches the nearest-neighbor

colloid-colloid distance characteristic of the investigated density, compared

to a mismatched value. We also identify the ”pinning” centers of the overall

structure in those regions where the local hexagonal order of the colloidal

pattern is deformed the most to match the quasiperiodic potential.
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1 Introduction

Friction is a unique topic in physics in its way of changing its mask at different

length scales and simultaneously being one of the most taken for grant aspects of

everyday life and one of the less well understood phenomena in physics. We can

account for how friction works at the macroscopic scale, where surfaces touch only

at local asperities producing the well known Amontons’ law Ffric = µFN , where

µ is the coefficient of friction depending on the materials involved and FN is the

normal force defined as the net force compressing two parallel surfaces together;

on the other hand little is known of microscopic friction involving atomic surfaces

in full contact.

The importance of developing an understanding of friction at nano-meso

scale, bridging the gap among the macro and micro worlds, cannot be overesti-

mated due to its enormous conceptual and practical relevance. A recent research

carried out by Bohlein et al. [1] shows a new way to cast some light on this

problem: charged colloidal particles trapped in an external periodic potential,

generated by the interference of a specific number of laser beams, can provide

new insight in microscopic friction [2].

In this thesis we propose to study the structural and frictional characteristics

of a colloidal monolayer interacting with a quasiperiodic rather than periodic ex-

ternal potential. In a recent study [3] Mikhael et al. used the same experimental

method with a five or seven-beam interference pattern, which could compete with

the natural hexagonal ordering of the colloids and even induce a sort of phase

transition from the periodic arrangement of colloids to a quasicrystal, character-

ized by numerous high symmetry pentagonal and heptagonal ”stars”.

In the present thesis we use molecular dynamics to simulate and understand

better the formation of the pentagonal motifs in the structure of the colloidal

layer, and to gather insight in its functional behavior, understood as a prototype

for the contact of a crystalline and a quasicrystalline surface.

2 The model

We simulate in 2 dimensions the motion of charged colloidal particles as classical

point-like objects moving across a corrugation potential given by the interference

of five laser beams, see Fig. 1, under the action of the mutual repulsion and

the interactions with the solution in which they are immersed. The equation of

motion for the j-th particle is given by:

mr̈j + η(ṙj − vdx̂) = −∇rj(U2−body + Uext) + ~ξj, (1)
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Figure 1: A portion of the 5-fold symmetric potential energy profileW (~r)

representing corrugation as a function of position, centered at a five-

point star at the center of five decagons, which are the main symmetric

motifs of the corrugation surface. The depicted W (~r) is shown for alas =

1, when different values of alas are considered, the function is equally

stretched horizontally along x and y. The optical lattice, however, is

ordered but not periodic: as a consequence the corrugation potential

presents pentagonal and decagonal patterns all over the studied supercell,

but such pattern, as the ones sketched here, are not repeated identically.

where rj is a suitable 2-dimensional vector representing the displacement relative

to the center of the cell. ~vd = vdx̂ is the drift velocity of the fluid, giving rise to a

uniform Stokes driving force ~F = Fx̂ = η~vd experienced by all the colloidal parti-

cles, η being the viscosity coefficient. ~ξj represents a stochastic Gaussian random

variable, whose variance is related to the temperature and to the simulation time

step. ~ξj is relevant for non-zero temperature simulations. With the choice of a

sizable η one obtains a largely overdamped diffusive motion.

Particles repel each other with the 2-body interaction given by

U2−body =
N∑
j<j′

V (|rj − r′j|), (2)
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Figure 2: The Yukawa potential representing the colloid-colloid inter-

actions. With the chosen value of λD = 0.03 the mutual interactions

rapidly increase when the distance between two colloids is r > acoll and

vanish for r < acoll.

where V (rij) is a screened Coulomb repulsion modeled as a Yukawa potential:

V (rij) = Q/rij exp(−rij/λD) (3)

represented in Fig. 2. In our model we take a value Q = 1013. We can vary the

stiffness of the colloids by taking different values of the λD parameter: following

Ref. [1] in this work we deal with hard colloids, therefore we take λD substantially

smaller than the mean distance acoll between neighboring particles, namely λD =

0.03acoll.

The 1-body corrugation potential energy

Uext = U0

N∑
j

Wn(rj) (4)

represents the interaction with the interference pattern created by a laser field.

The function

Wn(r) = − 1

n2

∣∣∣∣n−1∑
l=0

exp(ikl · r)

∣∣∣∣2 (5)

represents the appropriate 2D interference pattern by taking

kl =
cnπ

alas

[
cos
(2πl

n
+ αn

)
, sin

(2πl

n
+ αn

)]
. (6)
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physical model numerical experimental

quantity expression value value

length acoll 1 5.7 µm

energy Ecoll = V (acoll) 3.3382378× 10−2 1× 10−18 J

viscous friction coeff. η 28 7× 10−8 kg/s

mass η2a2coll/Ecoll 23485.444 1.6× 10−7 kg

time ηa2coll/Ecoll 838.765 2 s

velocity Ecoll/ηacoll 1.192227× 10−3 2.5 µm/s

force Fcoll = Ecoll/acoll 3.3382378× 10−2 170 fN

mobility 1/η 3.5714285× 10−2 14× 106

Table 1: The system of units adopted in this work. All quantities are

expressed in these units.

The numerical constants cn are chosen in order to match the potential lattice

spacing to the laser interference periodicity alas, and αn are chosen so that one

of the high-symmetry directions of the potential Wn(r) is directed along the x

axis. For the present work we take n = 5 so that a quasi-periodic function of

5-fold symmetry is generated. The numerical values of the constants cn and αn
for n = 5 are: c5 = 2, α5 = 0.

The supercell is designed to fulfill the proper boundary conditions for the

hexagonal lattice of colloids. The periodic boundary conditions (PBC) are cor-

rectly implemented for interparticle interactions, but we are aware that the W (~r)

quasiperiodic function is incompatible with any PBC. However, we consider the

effect of the mismatching between the PBC and W (~r) to be negligible. We impose

PBCs to implement a fixed average colloid density over the simulation supercell.

The simulations are carried out in dimensionless model units, defined in terms of

the physical quantities of Table 1.

In our simulations we place the colloids initially as an hexagonal pattern

with separation acoll, which we adopt as model length unit, i.e. we promote this

separation to the model unit of length, which in experiment corresponds to a

typical value of 5.7 µm for the setup of Bohlein et al. [1]. For the energy units we

adopt the energy that it takes to bring two colloids from an infinity separation to

acoll apart. For the corrugation amplitude we take the relatively large amplitude

U0/Ecoll ' 300, because we need the wells of the quasiperiodic potential to be

deep enough to induce a breaking of the initial crystalline geometry of the colloidal

layer, see Table 2, with the particles exploiting the minima and self-arranging in

new structures.
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U0 alas θ

299.5592465 acoll 0◦

5.2◦

10◦

14.3◦

299.5592465 2acoll 0◦

5.2◦

10◦

14.3◦

Table 2: A summary of the configurations investigated in the present

work.

Comparing with the paradigm of the Frenkel-Kontorova model, there parti-

cles are connected by springs of fixed strength k and whose rest length is given

by a spacing, say acoll, sliding on a periodic sinusoidal corrugation of amplitude

U0 [4]. That model showcases three different situations depending on the average

ratio ρ between acoll and the period of the corrugation, say alas, and on the spring

stiffness which we can sum up as follows:

• Commensurate ground state (ρ = rational number): the set of ground states

Gρ is discontinuous, to produce a displacement of a ground state configu-

ration to the next a finite energy barrier, called Peierls-Nabarro (P-N) en-

ergy, must be overcome. It follows that the ground-state configurations are

pinned, and static friction is finite.

• Incommensurate and analytic ground state: for irrational values of ρ and

stiff springs the set of ground states is continuous and it can therefore slide

freely. As a result the depinning static-friction force vanishes.

• Incommensurate and non-analytic ground state: for soft springs the ”hull

function” describing the system cannot be continuous: as a result no incom-

mensurate-analytic ground state survive in such range of k. Correspond-

ingly the system requires non zero depinning force to overcome the non-

vanishing P-N barrier.

An incommensurate system undergoing a transition due to a breaking of

analyticity of the hull function, is said to experience an Aubry transition, or

transition by the breaking of analyticity (TBA). The existence and nature of

such transition in 2 dimensions is currently under investigation for periodic cor-
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rugations [5, 6], and the situation is far less clear for quasiperiodic potentials

[7, 8, 9, 10].

2.1 Simulation protocols

We explore two different characteristic lengths of the external potential, alas =

acoll and alas = 2acoll for a few different values of the initial angular arrangement

of the colloidal lattice, see Table 2.

The initial simulation consists of taking an hexagonal lattice of equally-

spaced colloids and let it relax on the superposed corrugation potential until

it reaches a locally stable configuration: forces vanish and the lowering in the

system energy stops. Starting from such relaxed configuration we run a simulated

annealing cycle: we first raise the temperature and then let the system cool down

in little steps to lower and lower temperature. We usually obtain a significant

decrease of the system energy due to the better arrangement of the colloids.

This lowering is especially large for all the alas = acoll configurations, where the

particles have plenty of potential-energy wells to exploit, compared to the alas =

2acoll situation with more particles than wells. Tests with different annealing

temperatures convinced us that the best results could be obtained for maximum

thermal energy KbT in the cycle of the same order as the energy barriers ∼ U0.

We take the best configurations obtained after the described protocol as

starting points for our investigation of friction. We apply a constant, x̂-directed

force equal to all colloids. We first run a number of quick simulations to obtain

estimates of the force magnitude producing a clear depinning of the system. We

then start from the best pinned state and increase the applied force in steps of a

relatively long simulation time t ' 40÷10000 time units, starting each simulation

from the previous final configuration. When evaluating average quantities we

drop the initial part of each simulation, containing a transient regime. This

method allows us to explore the response of the layer to a given applied force.

This response can be expressed in terms of the mobility µ = 〈v〉/F , where 〈.〉
indicate the time average. This mobility, expressed in model units 1/η (i.e. the

dimensionless quantity µ · η) is to be compared to the free mobility of a colloid

undergoing viscous damping in the absence of a corrugation pattern:

µfree = 〈v〉/F = vd/F = 1/η (7)

where the last step follows by F = ηvd which holds for a colloid in overdamped

regime and neglecting hydrodynamic forces. In model units therefore the dimen-

sionless µfree · η = 1.

As described in Sec. 2 the boundary conditions are correctly fulfilled only for
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L1x L1 y L2x L2 y

300 0 0 299.64478970941

Table 3: Primitive vectors for the adopted simulations in units of the

initial colloids spacing acoll. L2 y = 173
√

3 is chosen as the multiple of√
3 closest to 300 in order to impose proper boundary conditions to the

initial hexagonal lattice. This supercell contains 103800 particles at the

regular spacing acoll (number density 2√
3
a−2coll).

an unrotated lattice. We want to compare the energies of the best configurations

obtained for different angular arrangement, which can be done by maintaining

the same corrugation profile and rotate the colloidal lattice. There are two main

problems to be taken into account by doing so:

• The number of colloids which ends up inside the simulation cell can happen

to vary slightly relative to the unrotated situation.

• The PBC can bring several colloids very close to each other across the

boundary, with the result that the 2-body interaction (3) leads to particles

with a huge repulsive potential energy, which rapidly converts into kinetic

energy.

Addressing the first point is a matter of testing different angles until the

right number of particles fits. The second one instead can be dealt with by

greatly shortening the integration step for the equations of motion and run several

short simulations, until the system manages to dissipate its extra energy. The

effect of having particles with such large kinetic energy at the early stage of the

simulations is clearly visible in the presence of defects at the border supercell

with initial rotated lattice, as sketched in Fig. 3. In all simulations (including

those started at θ = 0◦), to evaluate average quantities without being affected by

the boundary conditions, we consider a central square portion of the supercell of

side 212acoll, thus containing more than 50% of the colloids in the supercell, thus

obtaining statistically meaningful results unaffected by the boundary defects.

The supercell of Table 3 contains 103800 colloidal particles. This relatively

large number requires a rather long computational time, especially in any simula-

tion where rapid movements induced by the driving force F affects the adaptive

Runge-Kutta algorithm which must shorten the integration step to grant the re-

quired precision. In order to guarantee that most transient effects have vanished

and that the system is actually moving, we prolong the sliding simulations until

the center of mass has varied its position by at least 10 alas.
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Figure 3: A small portion near the border of the supercell for the best

configuration relaxed starting from θ = 10◦ in the alas = acoll length ratio.

Red, blue and black dots represent respectively colloids with pentagonal,

hexagonal and heptagonal coordination. The supercell border region

of any colloidal layer relaxed starting with an angular rotation θ 6= 0◦

exhibits this kind of characteristic defect level, with a locally reduced

particle density and unusual Voronoi polygons.

3 Static properties: energy and configurations

We describe the effect of the corrugation surface in terms of both the energy

and geometry of the system. In particular we want to quantify the deviation

from the starting hexagonal lattice and consequent rearrangement of the colloids

in a new geometry arising from the competition between the quasycristalline

potential, which tends to produce irregular patterns with fivefold local order and

the mutual interparticle repulsion, which favors the hexagonal crystal.
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initial θ final 〈θ〉 U2−body Uext Utot
initial θ = 0◦ config 3.000 −60.787 −57.787

0 9.17◦ 22.079 −161.705 −139.627

5.2 12.33◦ 29.826 −157.421 −127.595

10 13.70◦ 26.837 −158.969 −132.131

14.3 13.84◦ 22.948 −161.283 −138.335

Table 4: Comparison of the potential energy contributions per particle of

the best-relaxed configurations obtained after a simulated annealing cycle

for the alas = acoll configuration. The first row reports the corresponding

energies for the perfect hexagonal starting configuration. We report these

results together with the average angle that the segment joining two

neighboring colloids forms with the x-axis.
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Figure 4: A detail of Fig. 5 as an example of local frustration. The

competition between Uext and U2−body brings the central colloid to settle

upon a maximum of the corrugation potential surrounded by five colloids

which fit almost perfectly in five wells.
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Figure 5: A portion of the final relaxed arrangement of the colloidal

particles evolved starting from an initial θ = 10◦ superimposed to a

density plot describing the corrugation with characteristic length alas =

acoll.

3.1 alas = acoll

Table 4 reports the initial and final values of the average energy terms for particle,

namely the interparticle interaction 〈U2−body〉, the interaction 〈Uext〉 with the

extern potential and their sum, i.e. the total energy. The 〈Uext〉 term is to be

compared to the depth of the corrugation −U0 ' −300 which would be achieved

if all colloids ended up in the bottom of the very best potential energy wells.

As dictated by the large U0, in relaxation the increase of the interparticle

repulsion energy is far surpassed by the lowering of the corrugation potential.

This energy gain implies a partial breaking of the hexagonal lattice in favor of

new arrangement better compatible with the 5-fold symmetry. The competition

between these two interactions represents a frustration of the system which leads

to a compromise sketched in Fig. 4. The final energies for the rotated configu-

rations are comparable with the unrotated one, but systematically higher. The
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Figure 6: A 212×212 portion of the supercell with alas = acoll containing

approximately 50% of the colloids. After the system has relaxed from

an initial angle of θ = 0◦ the resulting configuration shows characteris-

tic horizontal stripes characterized by a higher density of colloids with

pentagonal coordination, here represented by bigger red dots.

worst case is the one obtained starting from θ = 5.2◦, with significantly higher

energy. A possible explanation is given by the statistics of the final angles. Ta-

ble 4 shows the average value of the angles that each colloid forms with its nearest

neighbors relative to the x̂ axis (modulo 60◦). It is likely that the colloidal layer

finds a better arrangement by undergoing an overall rotation, not unlike the No-

vaco angle of the crystalline overlayers [11, 12, 13, 14]. The θ = 5.2◦ angle starts

farther away to what looks like the best twist angle θ ' 13.7◦− 13.8◦ and further

13



percentage percentage

(alas = acoll) (alas = 2acoll)

initial θ = 0◦

pentagons 11.82% 6.19%

heptagons 11.75% 4.76%

hexagons 76.39% 88.35%

initial θ = 5.2◦

pentagons 13.25% 6.26%

heptagons 13.06% 4.83%

hexagons 73.31% 88.19%

initial θ = 10◦

pentagons 12.80% 5.87%

heptagons 12.68% 4.43%

hexagons 74.23% 88.98%

initial θ = 14.3◦

pentagons 12.69% 5.65%

heptagons 12.65% 4.43%

hexagons 74.62% 89.31%

Table 5: Comparison between the number and percentage of pentago-

nal, hexagonal and heptagonal Voronoi polygons for different values of

initial twist angle θ in the alas = acoll and alas = 2acoll fully relaxed

situations. The pentagons and heptagons percentage quantify the break-

ing away from the perfect hexagonal lattice due to adaptation to the

quasicrystalline potential.

minimization efforts would be required to reach it, e.g. a longer annealing at a

higher temperature. The fact that the final relaxed 〈Utot〉 is slightly lower for the

configuration started at the quasi-optimal θ = 14.3◦ is probably due to the higher

cost of unrelaxed defects near the boundary, see Fig. 3.

To improve our insight on the effect of the quasiperiodic corrugation on the

colloidal layer a possible procedure is to build the Voronoi diagram of the sam-

ple, i.e. a partitioning of the cell into regions based on the distances among the

colloids [15, 16]. The Voronoi polygons generated this way are a generalization

of the Wigner-Seitz unit cells. They are identical hexagons for the initial col-

loidal lattice. As shown in Fig. 5 the potential minima are arranged mainly as

patterns of pentagons and decagons. No decagonal pattern arise in the colloidal

layer, because the mutual hard-core colloid-colloid repulsion is too intense to al-
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low decagonal configurations. We can instead identify and count the number of

colloids surrounded by five other particles, thus associated with a Voronoi pen-

tagon. Likewise one identifies and counts colloids at the center of heptagons.

Column 2 of Table 5 reports such statistics providing a quantitative measure-

ment of the portion of hexagonal lattice which distorts significantly away from

its initial symmetry, driven by the quasiperiodic potential. To avoid the parti-

cles at the defective supercell border the statistics of Table 5 includes only the

approximate 101000 colloids inside a square of side 295acoll, slightly smaller then

the simulation supercell.

In the configuration relaxed starting with θ = 0◦ we observe the presence of

characteristic horizontal stripes, visible in Fig 6. The fact that we observe such

stripes only in the θ = 0◦ configuration suggests that the origin of such stripes

lies in the correspondence of the direction of one of the primitive vectors of the

starting hexagonal lattice and one of the vectors (6) generating the corrugation

pattern, which never occurs for the selected θ 6= 0◦. The main feature of these

stripes of defects is that they exhibit a higher percentage of pentagonal Voronoi

polygons. In order to quantify such difference of percentage between the stripes

and the regions in between, we assume that such stripes are perfectly horizontal

and plot the percentage of colloids with pentagonal coordination as a function

of the vertical spatial coordinate y. Figure 7 shows a significant contrast in the

percentage of pentagonal defects between the four ”peaks” corresponding to the

stripes of defects, and the less defective layer between them. In this plot the

statistics is made over identical stripes of fixed hight ∆y = 4acoll and length

∆x = 295acoll , leaving out the colloids near the borders. In Sec. 4 we will discuss

the role of these stripes for friction.

3.2 alas = 2acoll

By varying the length alas we modify the relative density of the colloids and

the potential wells. Taking alas = 2acoll is equivalent to increase this relative

density by a factor 4, leading to an overdense situation. With the same hard-

core repulsion the layer can hardly take advantage of the corrugation potential,

as typically more than one colloid should settle in each well, the most typical

situation being that of 3 colloids in a triangular arrangement as sketched in

Fig. 8, with a far smaller gain in terms of energy lowering, as reported in Table 6.

The exiguity of the deforming effect of the corrugation over the colloidal

layer is further remarked by counting the pentagons and heptagons in the Voronoi

diagram, which represent deviations from the hexagonal lattice. Table 5 reports

indeed much smaller defect levels for the alas = 2acoll situation, compared to the

15
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Figure 7: y resolution of the percentage of colloids with pentagonal

coordination for the alas = acoll configuration for the best configuration

relaxed starting from θ = 0◦. This plot is made by cutting a square in

the center of the supercell into small stripes of height ∆y = 4acoll. The

horizontal defective stripes of Fig. 6 emerge as four prominent peaks.

initial θ final 〈θ〉 U2−body Uext Utot
initial values 3.000 −59.904 −56.904

0◦ 6.56◦ 10.800 −78.663 −67.863

5.2◦ 9.21◦ 10.864 −78.516 −67.652

10◦ 12.13◦ 10.691 −78.610 −67.919

14.3◦ 14.14◦ 10.648 −78.501 −67.853

Table 6: Comparison of the potential energy contributions per particle

of the best-relaxed configurations obtained after a simulated annealing

cycle for the alas = acoll. The first row reports the corresponding energies

for the perfect hexagonal starting configuration. We report these results

together with the average angle that the segment joining two neighboring

colloids forms with the x-axis.
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Figure 8: The same region of the colloidal sample as in Fig. 5 with same

initial angle θ = 10◦ but relaxed in a laser corrugation potential with

alas = 2acoll, displayed as a density plot.

alas = acoll one.

A second effect of this overdense mismatch is that with few pentagonal

defects the horizontal stripes described in Sec. 3.1 are not well defined, and are

easily broken by the simulated annealing.

4 Dynamical properties: friction and mobility

We want to characterize the dynamical properties of the colloidal layer when

a uniform lateral x̂-directed force is applied in the x direction. The mobility

〈vcm〉/F is the indicator of choice to identify sliding as opposed to pinned situa-

tions. Small values of the applied force F require long integration times to make

sure that sliding is really present, obtaining a reliable estimate of the mobility.
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Figure 9: The mobility of the 212 × 212 central region of the colloidal

layer relaxed starting with θ = 0◦ in the quasiperiodic potential with

alas = acoll, as a function of the applied force. Dashed line: the mobility

1/η of a free colloid in the absence of any corrugation potential. The

reported mobility is compatible with an estimation of the depinning force

Fd = 270± 15 in model units.

4.1 alas = acoll

Using the simulation protocol described in Sec. 2.1 we estimate the depinning

force Fd by examining the dependence of the mobility µ on the applied force F .

The results are sketched in Fig. 9 for θ = 0◦. The mobility for the other angular

orientations shows almost exactly the same dependence.

The system apparently undergoes a depinning transition at some depinning

force Fd: for any applied force F < Fd the system can be considered stuck at a

local energy-minimum configuration, whereas for any F > Fd the colloids slide

along the quasicrystalline profile, resulting in 〈vcmx〉 6= 0. As illustrated in Fig. 9

we estimate a value of Fd = 270± 15 in model units.

Colloids sliding on a periodic potential feature a characteristic and usually

sharply defined depinning force. On the other hand, quasicrystalline potentials

such as the one considered here exhibit a rather broad range of forces in which the
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Figure 10: Percentage of colloids with pentagonal and heptagonal coor-

dination as a function of the applied force in the alas = acoll configuration

relaxed from θ = 0◦. This percentage increases as F is increased in the

pinned region, until it reaches a maximum in the depinning region, fol-

lowed by a progressive drop when the force is large enough to support

the layer advancement, see Fig. 9.

.

pinning status of the system is unclear. This leads to a rather broad uncertainty

region with ambiguous dynamical behavior. We can distinguish the situations

with a clear dynamical behavior from the uncertain ones by plotting the speed

of the layer vcmx as a function of time, and check if it maintains a fairly constant

value over time, or rather it decays to zero.

The colloids with pentagonal coordination, i.e. defects of the hexagonal

lattice due to the effect of the corrugation potential, apparently represent the

best pinned regions of the layer. The number of such defects, shown in Fig. 10

exhibit a non-monotonic dependence on the applied force, with a maximum in

the region of forces where the layer starts depinning, followed by a drop when the

layer advances, with a restoring of the hexagonal coordination.

Figure 10 shows that the number of pentagonal polygons is maximum in the

region 240 < F < 320. However, this increase is not uniform across the layer,
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Figure 11: (a) Comparison of the percentage of colloids resolved as a

function of the transverse resolved y coordinate, in the alas = acoll and

θ = 0◦ situation, between the best relaxed configuration (solid) and a

simulation with an applied force F = 270 (dashed) near the depinning

threshold, see Fig. 9. Here the overall percentage of colloids with pentag-

onal coordination, averaged over the 212× 212 square, is maximum, see

Fig. 10. (b) The mobility at F = 270, as a function of the y coordinate,

indicating a larger mobility of the more perfectly hexagonal regions.

in the striped θ = 0◦ sample, as illustrated in Fig. 11a. When the magnitude of

the applied force increases toward Fd, the percentage of colloids with pentagonal

coordination increases mostly in the regions in between the already defective

stripes, leading to a nearly uniform defect rate across the sample immediately

prior to depinning. A consistent depinning of the whole layer happens after the

applied force has brought all the layer to this relatively uniform saturated density

of pentagonal defects. When motion initiates, we find a correspondence between

the stripes and the most pinned regions, as shown in Fig. 11b.
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Figure 12: The mobility of the layer relaxed starting with θ = 5.2◦, in

the quasiperiodic potential with alas = 2acoll, as a function of the applied

force. This depinning force is consistent with an estimated depinning

force Fd = 20± 12 in model units.

4.2 alas = 2acoll

It is to be expected that with fewer wells and with lower pinning forces acting

on each colloidal particle due to a smaller steepness ∼ U0/alas of the corrugation

the depinning force Fd should be much smaller than in the alas = acoll case. The

system does indeed experience a depinning transition at lower force consistent

with a depinning force Fd = 20± 12 in model units as seen in Fig. 12, compared

to Fig. 9.

The determination of the dynamical state of the layer implies even worst

difficulties than those described in Sec. 4.1 for alas = acoll due to the complication

that the depinning force is approximately one order of magnitude smaller. This

implies that to move the position of the center of mass of the colloidal layer enough

to grant a decent precision on the evaluation of µ, we must run simulations at

least ten times longer, which are computationally more demanding. As a result,

this situation exhibits a broader range of uncertainty for the depinning force,

because transient regimes last much longer than in the alas = acoll situation.
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Figure 13: The instantaneous center of mass speed of the central 212×
212 region of the layer as a function of time for the θ = 5◦ and alas = 2acoll
configuration, with a driving force F = 6. To avoid the possibility that

the mean speed suffers from any colloid on the boundary we follow the

motion of the colloids in a square in the center of the supercell containing

approximately half of the colloids.

A proper way to investigate the response of the layer to the applied force

would be to wait enough time to let any transient regime terminate. However,

this can prove a hard task when we deal with low forces and correspondingly

long simulation times t ≈ 10. With the used scalar code run in Intel(R) Xeon(R)

E5520, CPU clocked at 2.27 GHz, it easily takes several weeks simulation before

the transient ends and the system either stops or rather reaches a fairly constant

nonzero sliding speed. Fig. 13 and Fig. 14 show a simulation where the steady

sliding state is clearly achieved, the first one being pinned and the second one

being sliding, in contrast with Fig. 15 which is still drifting.
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Figure 14: The instantaneous center of mass speed of the central 212×
212 region of the layer as a function of time for the θ = 5◦ and alas = 2acoll
configuration, with a driving force F = 33. With this force the system is

clearly depinned, as the center of mass of the observed region advances

at a fluctuating speed with no clear trend over time.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Concerning the static properties of the system, the main results we obtain are:

• When the number of wells provided by the corrugation potential is approx-

imately equal to the number of colloids, the competition between the mu-

tual colloid-colloid interactions and the external potential leads to a strong

frustration of the system, with regions which distort more to fit the wells,

alternating with regions which retain most of their hexagonal order.

• In an overdense situation, such as the one investigated with alas = 2acoll, the

effect of the quasycristalline potential over the arrangement of the colloids

is much smaller than the alas = acoll situation. For the best-relaxed config-

urations obtained the number of colloids with a pentagonal coordination is

approximately half the one obtained for alas = acoll.

• In the situation when the colloidal layer is unrotated the alternating defec-
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Figure 15: The instantaneus center of mass speed of the central 212×212

region of the layer as a function of time for the θ = 5◦ and alas = 2acoll
configuration, with a driving force F = 29. With this force the system is

in an uncertain state, as the center of mass of the observed region is still

drifting.

tive/hexagonal regions are organized mostly as horizontal ”stripes”. These

stripes are well defined in the alas = acoll situation; and are much fussier

in the alas = 2acoll situation. Such defect-rich stripes fitting better the

quasicrystalline potential turn out the best pinned regions under an ex-

ternal applied force. Similar stripe-type structures were observed also in

experiment [3].

Concerning the dynamics of the colloidal layer, the main results observed are:

• The depinning transition is far broader and less sharply defined for the

quasiperiodic than for the periodic potential.

• Both the situation with alas = acoll and alas = 2acoll apparently undergo

a frictional transition from a pinned state to a depinned one, the main

difference being the order-of-magnitude different depinning force.

• We have clear indications that the defective regions in the colloidal lattice
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with pentagonal coordination represent the main pinning centers. This

seems the case also in experiments.

• We find a non-trivial dependence of the number of colloids with pentagonal

coordination on the magnitude of the applied force, the number of pentag-

onal Voronoi polygons increasing to reach a maximum when the system is

almost depinned, and then rapidly dropping after the depinning transition.

• The fluctuations of the mobility in the sliding region F > 30 are a conse-

quence of the relatively short averaging time, and relatively narrow force

range investigated. With much longer simulation we expect to observe a

monotonic increase toward the free-colloid limit mobility 1/η, dashed line

in Fig. 12.

As for the possible Aubry-type transition, our simulations carried out for a

fixed U0 amplitude do not address this issue. For both considered length ratios we

have evidence of a finite pinning threshold, i.e. neither represents a superlubric

situation. Most likely alas = acoll represents a ”lattice-matched” regime, which

may retain its pinned nature even down to a quite small U0. On the contrary it

is quite possible that a smaller U0 leads the alas = 2acoll configuration through a

Aubry transition to a superlubric sliding state.
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